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Materials
o Yarn: Furls Crochet Wander Palette (Tidal used in pictures, or
5 colors of choice)
o Hook: H 5.00mm, I 5.50mm, K 6.50mm, Q 18.00mm
o Scissors
o Yarn Needle
o Measuring Tape
o Furls Lucet Fork (Used for the hanging planter)
o 2 Wooden Rings (one for each hanging planter)

Sizing

Love your Plants!
On stitch combo, three different
looks! This design works great
with 3, 5, or even more colors!
Looking for a stash buster? This
pattern is the perfect choice.
Not only do you get to use up
those little leftovers, but you
get to dress up some plant pots!





These measurements are
approximated, and actual
subjects may vary.
Gauge: Noted on each section
This pattern comes in the 3
variations that can be adjusted
multiple ways. Each section
will discuss ways to adjust
sizing.

Pattern Key








Ch: Chain
Sc: Single Crochet
Hdc: Half Double Crochet
Sc3tog: Single Crochet 3
Together
Slst: Slip Stitch
St(s): Stitch(es)
*: Repeat according to
instructions

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright
protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs”
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!!
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain does not count as a
stitch unless noted. Chains are not included in counts.
Stitch chart below shows pattern repeats. Do not use for any
counts, chart is for reference only.

Pot Cover
Gauge: 15 hdc, 10 rows = 4” with H hook
Magic Circle
Round 1: Ch 1, 10 hdc in circle, join – 10 sts
Round 2: Ch 1, 2 hdc in each st around, join – 20 sts
Stop here for 2” pot cover
Round 3: Ch 1, hdc in same, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in next, 2 hdc
in next, repeat * around, join – 30 sts
Stop here for 3” pot cover.
Round 4: Ch 1, hdc in same and next, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in next
2, 2 hdc in next, repeat * around, join – 40 sts
Stop here for 4” pot cover.
Round 5: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 2, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in
next 3, 2 hdc in next, repeat * around, join – 50 sts
Stop here for 5” pot cover.
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Round 6: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 3, 2 hdc in next, *hdc in
next 4, 2 hdc in next, repeat * around, join – 60 sts
Stop here for 6” pot cover.
(For larger pots: Continue increases so base of pot cover is
just larger than the base of the pot.)
Round 7: Using BLO entire round, ch 1, sc in same, sc3tog
starting in same as sc, *ch 1, sc3tog starting in last leg of
previous st, repeat * around, sc in last, join
Change colors every round. Carry yarn up wrong side.
Round 8: Ch 1, turn, sc in last sc of previous round, sc3tog
starting in same as sc, *ch 1, sc3tog starting in last leg of
previous st, repeat * around, sc in last, join
Repeat Round 8 until height needed to cover pot is obtained.
Finish off and weave in ends.

Plant Hanger
Gauge: 14 hdc, 9 rows = 4” with I hook
Length can be adjusted as desired, lengths listed are just
recommendations.
Carry yarn up edges.

Ch 26 for 7” width (Increase or decrease width by multiples of
2.)
Row 1: Starting in 2nd ch from hook, sc, sc3tog starting in same,
*ch 1, sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st, repeat *
across, sc in same ch as last leg
Row 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1,
sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st, repeat * across,
sc in same
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Repeat Row 2 until length is equal to the width.
Edging:
Work over yarn that was carried up edges.
Round 1: Ch 1, turn, 3 sc in same, sc in each st across working
3 sc in last st, rotate work to work down raw edge, sc in
each row end to beginning ch, rotate work to work across
beginning ch, 3 sc in first ch, sc each ch across working 3
sc in last ch, rotate work to work up raw edge, sc in each
row end, join
Finish off and weave in ends.
Figure out length of i-cord needed by taking length of plant
hanger desired, multiply that number by 2. Add the width of
the piece just made. Take in account that the cord will
stretch.
Make 2 i-cords equal in length desired. Weave each end of one icord through parallel holes made by 3 scs in corner of
edging. Weave each end of the other through the other side.
Pull tight. Loop wooden ring through two ends of the same icord. Secure all 4 ends of the i-cords together and weave in
ends. (Or let ends hang as fringe.) Wooden ring can be
brought to the top to hang.

Plant Hammock
Gauge: 5 sc, 6 rows = 4” with Q hook

Ch 70 with Q 18.00mm hook (increase or decrease length by
multiples of 2)
Row 1: Starting in 2nd ch from hook, sc, sc3tog starting in same,
*ch 1, sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st, repeat *
across, sc in same as last leg
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Row 2: Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1,
sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st, repeat * across,
sc in same
Repeat Row 2 for a total of a total of 10 rows

Edging, with K 6.50mm hook
Round 1: Ch 1, turn, sc in same and each st across to last st,
rotate piece to work down raw short edge, work 2 sc in each
row edge, rotate piece to work up beginning ch, ch 1, work 1
sc in same space, sc in each ch across, ch 1, rotate to work
down other short end working 2 sc in each row end, ch 1, join
to first sc

Joining:
Thread wooden ring on opposite short side. Join short sides
right side together. Ch 1 and work though both parallel scs on
each short side to join the piece in a circle.
Finish off and weave in ends. Bring wooden ring to the top for
hanging.

Remember to use a drip trays if plants are not in a cachepot, or
remove plants before watering. Keep away from children as
hanging planters may be a choking hazard.
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